
Turning machine data into business insights

Logtrust offers a set of advanced 
security alerts and a alert 
management application. 
Discover how we can help you.

Logtrust 
Security 
Alerts



Logtrust specializes in offering real-time BigData 
solutions that allow the integration, management 
and easy visualization of all the data generated by 
an organization to obtain operational and 
business intelligence. Logtrust’s mission is to 
democratize real-time BigData analysis tools for 
companies of all sizes and sectors, enabling them 
to maximito maximize their business value with security 
intelligence, infrastructure monitoring, 
compliance, customer behavior and business 
monitoring solutions.

Logtrust gathers machine data 
from your systems, applications, 
business infrastructure and 
devices to create a secure 
information environment, 
enabling you to receive alerts, 
make correlations, queries and 
intelligence analysis in intelligence analysis in real-time.

Logtrust can aggregate any 
machine data, from 
infrastructure to business, 
making it possible to address any 
concern from security to 
compliance, monitoring and 
business intelligence in one 
single platformsingle platform.

Thanks to our powerful correlation engine; which not only uses simple correlation rules, as “if A 
happens then there is an Alert” or “if A and B happen a number of given times, then there is another 
kind of alert” but takes a step forward with our Correlation Streams such as regressive analysis, regional 
and seasonal patterns with the highest levels of expressivity; logtrust is able to offer a set of advanced 
security alerts.

Logtrust’s Cloud based model has taken the best 
of the Cloud in terms of price and scalability to 
offer a holistic solution that will allow clients to 
manage their logs in a secure way, in and from 
the Cloud, with no limits on the source of the 
data, its volume, or the geographical location. 
Logtrust also offers hybrid cloud and on-premise 
models to meet specific customer needs.models to meet specific customer needs.

Logtrust’s solution collects logs (from 
infrastructure, networks, applications and 
business tools) to create a secure information 
environment where the client can receive alerts, 
run correlations and query the data in real-time, 
giving them the means to address all security 
concerns, meet different  compliancy 
requirequirements and monitor and analyze business 
metrics on a single platform.

SOLUTION OVERVIEW



LOW MEDIUM HIGH

Some of them are enabled by default 
and come with our basic offering and 
some can be activated from Logtrust’s 
alert libraries located in our 
applications gallery.

The user is also able to set the alert The user is also able to set the alert 
delivery mechanism (Email, SMS, 
Service Desk, HTTP in Json and 
Logtrust’s mobile application) and the 
recipient or group of recipients.

The alerts can also be seen through our web application; Logtrust’s alert 
management application allows the costumer to see their alerts in detail and filter 
them by type, date, open/closed, etc; access a fully administrative dashboard 
containing a histogram, pie charts and time-line; mark the alerts as open or closed 
and add comments and/or define tasks for each alert.

Logtrust adapts its alerts to the customer needs delivering easy to follow information and a measure 
of each alerts associated risk; our alerts are classified in 3 types according to the level of criticalness, 
which are differentiated by colors:

We’ll address each alert category available and some examples of their usefulness; this is an 
ever-growing list fed by our three kinds of intelligence mechanisms:

Internal Intelligence. Developed by Logtrust technicians as part of the standard service.

Industrial Intelligence. Vertical correlation libraries for each type of business, developed with the 
collaboration of selected end users within each industry.

Social IntelligenceSocial Intelligence. A platform where you can define and model what you consider to be a security, 
availability or compliance problem. These models can be shared for free or based on an alternative 
retribution model.



It detects and informs you if your website 
is being browsed or scanned with a 
hacking or vulnerability scanning tool.

Our tool also saves the IP and puts it in      
a blacklist.

Detects and alerts you of any critical error 
occurred in the operating system 
(Unix/Linux, Windows, MacOS, BSD, 
VmWare...) or one of its services (disk errors, 
reboot machines, sudden death system 
processes, etc). It allows the user to react on 
time to an imminent failure. Below we’ll 
addaddress some examples of critical errors and 
the further investigations you could run in 
our solution.

You’ll receive an alert whenever a disk 
read/write error occurs. If it happens, it 
might mean that the disk is failing and it 
could give you time to make a backup, 
change the disk or take the necessary 
measures to ensure that it doesn’t happen 
again.

If a machine If a machine reboots, you’ll receive an alert. 
Then, you can find out if it has been restarted 
voluntarily or due to an unknown error in the 
system; if the latter, you can use our solution 
to analyze the machine system logs and find 
out what was the reason of the failure.

When theWhen there’s a kernel panic error, you’ll 
receive and alert and the detail on which 
module or program generated the error.

MALICIOUS BROWSERS

It detects and alerts you if a hacker or 
malicious program has made a port sweep 
in your system. Our system can also detect 
the IP that made the port scanning and 
you can decide if you’ll like to put it in a 
blacklist.

PORT SCANNING

Through the use of blacklists we can 
detect and alarm you if a machine is 
accessing a malicious Domain or URL. It’s 
also possible to find out the IP from which 
the access was made.

ACCESS TO MALICIOUS 
URLS AND DOMAINS

CRITICAL ERRORS

GEOLOCATION
Detects when someone logs into an application from a 
country other than the usual. For example:

If a user enters one of your applications from, let’s say, 
Trinidad & Tobago, and no one has ever connected from 
that country, you’ll receive an alert.

If you’If you’re sending the activity logs from that application to 
logtrust, you could easily use our solution to make further 
analysis, like finding the user that has entered the 
application from that location, check what the user has 
done within the application or search if someone has 
logged onto another application from that IP.



It detects and alerts you if someone tries to 
use your web servers as a proxy in order to 
access private information.

After receiving the alert you can run a 
forensic analysis (backed by our tool) and 
find out if the attempt was successful, the 
IP from where the attack was made, etc.

Our solution also sends the IP to a blacklist.Our solution also sends the IP to a blacklist.

PROXY ABUSE
As per the proxy abuse alert, it informs you 
of attempted Web server attacks using 
unusual HTTP methods.

MALICIOUS HTTP METHODS

OFFENSIVE TOOLS INSTALLATION
Through the use of blacklists, it detects and 
alerts you of the installation of offensive 
tools in your system such as nmap, 
ettercap, dsniff, arpon, which could be 
used for hacking. In addition you’re able to 
configure what tools you consider as 
offensive and alert you of their installation.

Using Logtrust’s solution you can also find Using Logtrust’s solution you can also find 

out in which machine the tool was installed 
and who has had access to the machine as 
an administrator. This can serve you to 
detect an internal threat.

You can also create custom alerts according to the requirements of your system or business. These 
alerts can be of two kinds:

•   Alerts that are generated for each detected event

•   alerts that are generated when a given amount of events occur during a given period of time.

BRUTE FORCE ATTACKS
Detects and alerts you of any brute force 
attack happening in your systems which 
allows you to take the necessary preventive 
measures to avoid the effectiveness of the 
attack such as blocking the IP from which 
the attack is being performed.

Logtrust’s solution automatically saves 
the the attacking IP address and keeps it in 
a blacklist to prevent future attacks on 
other applications.

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITIES
Our system is programed to detect any 
suspicious activity from malicious IPs on 
client systems through the use of blacklists 
and of other IPs that have previously 
generated alerts in your systems.
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Real-time. Everything is done in real-time: from 
event collection, to the query, correlation, 
dashboard updates and delivery of alerts and 
reports.

For all infrastructures. In-house, mixed 
infrastructure or in the cloud, even if the customer 
is using multiple datacenters.

Pure SaaSPure SaaS. You decide where you want to keep 
your data, Logtrust will only use the infrastructure 
of your chosen datacenter to collect, store, consult 
and correlate your data.

Available in minutes. Up and running in a matter of 
minutes.

No time degradation. It doesn’t matter if the 
information has been stored for 10 years or 10 
seconds, this will not affect the efficiency of your 
search and queries.

Define different retention periods for different 
kinds of information, thus making it easy to comply 
with many laws and regulations at the same time. 

Easy integrationEasy integration. Logtrust provides several 
mechanisms to integrate your systems and 
applications.

Dedicated Apps that answer to specific 
requirements within the market.

Custom DashboardsCustom Dashboards. You can create as many 
dashboards as you need and obtain real-time 
visibility for your most relevant information.

Open API’s. All the services are designed to be 
interoperable with third party software.

Advanced graphics and visual correlation.

IInformation in the palm of your hand. Access 
your account and receive real-time alerts on your 
iPhone, iPad or any Android application.

Secure information transmission. Sent using 
double authentication from client and server 
(Digital Cert X509v3) and encrypted.

Social intelligenceSocial intelligence. An ecosystem that allows users 
to share their knowledge.  

KEY FEATURES
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